
The internet is littered with thousands of accounts of people who have tried to learn to fly fixed 
wing Radio Controlled Model Aircraft and eventually given it up as either beyond their capabilities, 
too expensive, too hard, too frustrating, or just plain impossible. I was one of those countless 
thousands until I suddenly had time and a little money to spare and so gave it one more shot. This is 
not to be an autobiographical account of how I acheived the skills to enable me to fly RC model 
aircraft but rather to give the would be pilot a few insights into what I believe is the simplest and 
most effective way to teach yourself to fly.

As with most endeavours we undertake our starting confidence based upon "It doesn't look that 
difficult" is misplaced and could be considered as being supported by our ignorance of the 
knowledge and skills required to keep a RC model aircraft flying under control. For some aircraft 
designs it can be akin to a highwire balancing act and whilst that to me also does look easy I can 
appreciate the years of practice and the potential dangers involved.

Having decided to learn to fly the first step is to pick a plane, perhaps that Spitfire with retracting 
landing gear and navigation lights? Not if you want to learn to fly as the first plane you fly you will 
destroy over and over again so save the Spitfire for when you can fly! Lets go through the steps to 
allow you to fly that plane you really desire without risk of serious damage or total loss! The steps 
are:-

1. Research
2. Flying field selection
3. Plane selection
4. Radio selection
5. Insurance
6. Radio setup
7. Aircraft setup
8. Preflight checks
9. Maiden flight
10. Repairs

Research
The research I recommend is to not repeat the same mistakes as others have made. The main 
sources of information I use are, the internet, local RC model aircraft club, and the Local RC model 
shop. Just a little point to consider with the advice you receive is that not all of the advice will be 
relevant or even factual and there will be times that the advice given is just totally wrong! So how 
do you determine what is good advice and what is bad? Easy! Keep researching and asking 
questions and the majority of advice will be most likely factual. A single or small number of 
opinions can be very misleading and dangerous.

I recommend you research all aspects of RC Model Aircraft flying from the radio equipment, the 
planes, the flying qualities of various models or designs, to the local laws and rules at your local 
field. When I did my research the first time I became so confused at the contradicting nature of the 
information I received. So I had to sift through it. Later I was to find that some of the advice I 
received was so wrong it was actually dangerous and I lost a few model aircraft before the penny 
dropped.

The dreaded conflict of interest can be present in some if not a lot of the advice you will receive. 
The expert at the local model shop was an RC expert BUT he had never flown any of the models he 
was selling, couldn't fly a fixed wing model aircraft, and would describe how well each and every 
model, I showed an interest in, would fly. His interest was in getting a sale and not in helping me 



learn to fly.

Manufacturers are a little better but there are still some aircraft around that are sold as trainer 
aircraft that have issues in setup instructions, instability and robusticity which can make the 
learning experience frustrating or expensive.

Chat rooms, U tube, and the various RC forums, are full of those who claim they were able to fly 
without previous experience and how the model they started on was easy to learn on. Whilst what 
they say may be true, beware of those who are on an ego trip or somehow hiding the problems they 
had on the way.

Local club members, should be a source of sage advice but sadly this is not always the case. Some 
of them can also be on an ego trip and others will only give advice based upon their own 
experiences or equipment and not help if your equipment is different. Some may even give 
instructions that are not suitable for your equipment. There have been cases where a beginners plane 
has been destroyed before it made its first flight because the advice given by a local "Expert" failed 
to consider safe operation of the equipment in his setup advice. Another example was where a 
particular radio equipment was recommended and after many months the radio started to exhibit 
loss of programming or even reversing of functions without notice. The expert advice about the 
radio behaviour was an eye opener for me. "Mine did the same thing so I upgraded to another 
model!" 

Flying field selection
When deciding to begin to teach yourself to fly RC model aircraft you will need to know where you 
can fly and what size aircraft are going to be suitable at the field. Whilst I cannot quote local laws 
for each and every possible site there are a few considerations when chosing a suitable field or 
plane that you should be aware of.

Field area, is of great importance and having a model that is too large or too fast to fly in a small 
area are common issues and result in the loss of many planes each year. Look around for a field of 
adequate dimensions or if restricted to a small field then accept that you will need to learn on 
smaller or slower aircraft.

Boundary and other obstructions are things beyond your control but they seem to attract model 
aircraft. Make yourself aware of onstacles and try to plan your field usage to avoid the obstacles. 
Boundary obstacles can have a benefit in that they can catch an errant model but they can cause 
turbulance which can make flying in anything but the gentlest breezes a very bumpy ride.

Other users can be considered as moving obstacles and you should not attempt any flying if you 
cannot get the field to yourself. This requirement is a safety issue! Most fields have periods of the 
day where they are vacant and so plan your flying to be done at those times. Where the other users 
are RC users themselves some agrrement as to a work around or sharing of the space is required. 
Those that fly drones and other quadcopter type RC aircraft will need to be made aware of the fact 
that your aircraft cannot stop and hover and that whist your plane is in the air you will not be able to 
see or avoid drones hovering in your flight path.

Lakes, Ponds and other bodies of water are best avoided as a model down in the water can be 
considered as an almost total loss. The modern electronics are quite reliable but they still do not like 
water or corrosion so any electronics submerged in water can be at best seen as perpetually 
considered as suspect in reliability. Unreliable equipment can cause serious crashes and is 
effectively a safety issue. I do not recommend the continuing usage of electronics that have been 



water damaged in any form.

Field surface is an important thing to consider in selecting a plane for those first few flights. Some 
fields, Parks etc, can have nicely manicured grass which is a great surface to begin on. Other fields 
may be sealed with concrete or ashphalt and whilst great for those aircraft with wheels, crashes can 
result in severe damage. Long grass or poorly kept fields might seem unfriendly but the long grass 
can cushion the aircraft in that bad landing and actually reduce the level of damage you might 
otherwise expect.

Neighbours to the field can enhance or destroy your ability to learn at the selected field. Be willing 
to talk to the neighbours and explain yourself, but always do so in the friendliest of manners. With 
proper communication the neighbours might even begin to accept your appearance as the norm. In 
some areas plugging in with other field using organisations can also assist. Contact any clubs that 
co-habit the field and seek permission or inform of your intentions rather to wait for a visit from the 
local Police to evict you! Most areas are quite friendly but there are those that are definitely not.

Plane selection
This is the first real step towards becoming a successful RC model aircraft pilot and is where the 
first real problems start. There are a plethora of different aircraft to choose from and there is the 
decision to buy, or build. Also there is the question of construction materials and basic design type. 
So what type or design should you select as being the best trainer aircraft? Selection criteria are 
given in the following paragraphs.

Size considerations will also apply and you should select the largest model wingspan that you can 
fly at the field you have selected or will be using. 

Weight is another selection criteria because heavy aircraft require larger wings and more area to fly 
in. In addition heavy planes suffer more damage that a light plane when it crashes.

Speed is not something you really want in the first model. Even a slow plane can seem extremely 
fast for that first attempt at flight. A high speed model can actually hinder your ability to learn in the 
short term and cost a lot in repair time and parts.

Tractor or pusher is a personal choice though generally tractor models are generally less noisy and 
so better for the neighbours.

Conventional, Canard, or flying wing is yet again a matter of personal preference and what is 
available. 

3 or 4 channel operation is another area where you can get mush debate. Both are viable as trainers 
but whatever you chose the stability of the plane selected must be relatively high. Stability features 
such as Dihedral or even a stability controller should be considered as aids in getting you and 
keeping you in the air!

Battery requirements need to be considered. For your first plane you should consider purchasing a 
couple of batteries so that you can have a longer flight training session. With around a 10 minute 
duration it is possible to halve your calendar learning period by flying more than once on each 
possible flying day! Of course the batteries you select or purchase will be dictated by you selection 
of trainer model.

Landing gear if fitted should be removable. A model without landing gear can land anywhere 



whereas a plane with wheels requires a rather firm landing surface to land properly.

Radio selection
A modern radio system with features such as Expo, Dual rates, and multiple model slots is 
recommended as a minimum. In addition the radio should be a field programmable 6 channel with 
dual antennas on both the Tx and Rx. The Rx antenna leads should be lengthy allowing the antennas 
to be located away from other metal objects within the RC model aircraft.

Brand is a matter of choice with many experts having brand loyalties based upon their own limited 
experience including a vast majority that have only ever used a single brand for their entire flying 
experience. Listen to the recommendations of others BUT make your own decision and understand 
your selection will be with you for quite a while and so a poor selection could hamper your progress 
severely.

Insurance
You may think this topic is out of place here but it is not only necessary for your own protection it 
can distinguish you from those annoying trouble makers that have given the hobby/sport a bad 
reputation in some areas. Being insured shows those that you are a serious and responsible 
proponant of the hobby and have taken steps to protect yourself and others.

Radio setup
Proper radio setup is the subject of great debate with everyone espousing what works for them. It is 
an unfortunate fact that many RC model aircraft enthusiests do not fully understand how important 
proper radio setup is to the safe and proper operation of their model aircraft. One example which 
comes to mind is one experienced pilot who just seemed to be unable to fly, any of the new aircraft 
he purchased, properly. He flew and crashed so many new aircraft until someone casually asked 
him, one day when discussing repair techniques, what "Expo Settings" was he using? His response 
was incredible in that he stated he did not understand expo or any of those other settings so he did 
not use them.

You should read the radio manual and familiarise yourself with all available features of the radio 
system you have selected. No feature is included without a use or purpose. You need to know how 
to program your radio system to suit your models and note that each model setup will be different 
and some greatly different. Some of the setup or programming options you need to be fully 
conversent with and able to program are:

Failsafe is a feature of modern radio control systems to set the control settings of your aircraft to 
preset settings in the event of a loss of communication. Whilst most settings are not really important 
or even applicable in the event of a loss of signal it is very strongly recommended to set the motor 
control channel to cause the throttle to close or drop to minimum for reasons of safety. The only 
time you would not set the failsafe throttle setting to zero is in the case of some extreme situations 
akin to cross country flying. When set to minimal throttle you will save your fingers, save property 
damage to your plane and to others and not have quite so far to travel in hunting for your lost 
aircraft.

Trimming of channels is done in two ways. There is the gimbal trim accessible via a slider or 
buttons on the front of your transmitter and the other is sub trim. For initial setup the gimbal trims 
should be set to the centre of the adjustment range.

Sub trim is a radio system programming feature to compensate for the times where it is impossible 



mechanically to get truely equal control deflections especially on high performance aerobatic 
contest models. For initial setup subtrim should be set to its central or default position.

Expo is actually short for Exponential and is used to describe setting the relationship between 
mechanical control stick movement and the corresponding servo out response. Setting the expo 
function allows for a less sensitive response to the transmitter stick movements aroung the central 
position and can thereby reduce the tendency to overcontrol through coarse stick movement. 

Dual rate is normally set to operation via switch selection. Dual rate setting can give quick 
selection of 2 or more different control surface deflection and Expo settings. This feature is 
particularly useful when flying very high speed models as at high speed control deflections generate 
far greater forces and high speed models with large control surface deflections can become 
uncontrollable very quickly when flown at maximum throttle. Normally, dual rate allows you to 
have a small deflection setting, (low rate), and a higher deflection setup, (high rate), on the same 
model selectable via a switch.

Channel reversing is used where servos operate in the incorrect direction. Rather than removing 
and refitting the servo in a different manner to correct the issue a simple transmitter program 
settting can solve the issue. 

Throttle hold is another switch selectable function which can be set to apply a set throttle setting 
upon selection. Normally if used this is set to hold the throttle at zero or minimum. It is used by 
some RC pilots as an additional safety feature when Failsafe is programmed to give a throttle 
setting that is not minimum or zero. Mostly used to allow a GAS powered model to idle as different 
to a zero throttle cut out!

Elevon mixing simply mixes the Elevator and Aileron channels so that they can drive the planes 
elevons using a pair of servos. This mix removes the need to fit an older style mixing tray as seen 
on older flying wing designs.

"V" tail mixing operates in a similar manner to the Elevon mix except that it mixes the Elevator 
and Rudder channels. It also replaces the need for a "V" tail mixing tray as seen on older models.

Other channel mixes are available and are user set to mix any of the control channels selected or 
included. Some of the uses of other mixes are in the implementation of differential thrust on multi-
engined designs. The provision of Flaperons and adding rudder to assist in balancing a turn are 
some of the other posibilities!

Aircraft setup
Cautionary note: Remove or do not fit the propeller to the aircraft until after all bench testing and 
setting up is completed. The final thing to do prior to packing up and heading to the field is to fit the 
propeller and calibrate the motor speed controller, (ESC).

Setting up a model aircraft might seem simple enough with most aircraft that you purchase, or 
build, having setup information as to recommended Centre of Gravity, (CG), and control surface 
deflections but you might not be aware that those figures are recommendations for the average pilot 
and are not good for all levels of experience. Additionally on some aircraft there is a cross coupling 
effect from one control surface to another due to the way they operate or their basic aircraft design. 
This cross coupling can cause confusion when trimming the aircraft in flight and can lead to planes 
that are extremely difficult to fly when compared to other examples of the exact same model.

Physical setup requires you to power up the radio system with all trims centralised and this centres 



the servos which control control surface deflections. With the servos centred you can adjust pushrod 
or similar control linkages to fix the control surfaces central or undeflected positions. For most 
aircraft this setting is in line with the profile of the wing or fin. Exceptions do exist especially where 
flying wings or tailless aircraft are being setup. These aircraft require a setting called reflex and 
there is normally a deflection guage or measured amount of deflection for the default setting 
required.

On control surfaces where a single control function is shared with 2 separate control surfaces, twin 
rudders, V tail installation, Ailerons, Canard surfaces and the like it is important that the two control 
surfaces are identical in physical setup or deflection Do the setup as many times as you need to get 
the control surfaces perfectly aligned. Also ensure that you tighten or other wise fix the adjustments 
you have made before proceeding.

Differential can be set mechanically to give differing amounts of deflection in each control surface 
direction. The most common use of differential is for the ailerons where a difference between up 
versus down deflection can balance the yaw or turning effect because of a drag difference between 
the up and down positions of the control surfaces.

Radio settings are yet another point to get right to make things easier for you so my 
recommendations for all channels are that you set up dual rate where the Max position is 100% of 
the recommended control surface deflections and use a 40% Expo for each control surface channel. 
On the low rate position I would reduce all control surface deflections to 80% of recommended 
amounts except for the rudder and set the expo to approximately 30%. Do your first flights on low 
settings until you get enough experience to be able to handle all the model is doing and then migrate 
to high rate for further learning.

The reason for the lack of rudder deflection reduction on low rate is that some aircraft will require 
coarse rudder to taxi and combat residual tendencies to roll or turn on lift off. If you reduce the 
rudder deflections too much you can end up with a model that you cannot take off without great 
difficulty or crashing.

Preflight checks

Test Flying
For those that design, build, or assemble their own flying model aircraft there is a giant step to 
overcome before the plane or prototype can be classified as a flying model and that is its maiden 
flight. This first flight has many possible points of failure, in the aircraft design, build, and pilotage 
which can cause the first flight to end in disaster. This pamphlet is to help you approach the maiden 
with a degree of confidence that the result will be a successful flight and landing.

The suggested or recommended steps for a successful first flight are as follows.

Workshop!
Before packing up to head to the field you must ascertain that the following are completed in the 
workshop so that field time can be dedicated to the process of test flying and not to preflight repairs 
or modifications.



Mechanical

1. When fully assembled does the plane have any obviously loose items or unrequired 
movement in the control surfaces, wing attachment, tail attachment, the undercarriage, the 
motor, the motor mount or the propeller to motor connection?

2. Are the wings warp free, of equal profile and weight?
3. Do all control surfaces move freely under servo control?
4. Are the wings, horizontal stabiliser, vertical stabiliser and fuselage boom rigid enough to 

resist the bending and twisting forces in flight?
5. Does the motor/propeller combination cause vibratory resonances in the plane itself or of 

any of the flight control surfaces?
6. Does the propeller rotate such that it gives forward thrust?
7. Does the front of the propeller face towards the direction of flight required?
8. Is the undercarriage firmly attached and are the wheels able to rotate freely when weighted 

with the plane?
9. Does the plane when on the undercarriage move directly forward when pushed or does it 

veer to one side?

Radio and electrics installation

1. Is the radio receiver securely mounted?
2. Are the receiver antennas mounted clear of all other wiring, metal obstructions and as per 

the manufacturers recommendations?
3. Are all servo lead connections into the receiver fitted firmly and correctly?
4. Do all of the servo leads from the receiver have sufficient slack to avoid a minor movement 

of the receiver from disconnecting a servo or the ESC?
5. Are all servos secured, firmly plugged into the receiver and connected to the control 

linkages securely?
6. Are all control horns, pushrod connections and linkage stoppers fitted correctly and properly 

secured?
7. Are the battery and ESC mounts capable of securing them from all unwanted movement in 

flight, including during negative "G" maneuvers?
8. Are the servo leads tidy and secured from being caught on a servo, pushrod, or any other 

device that might move in flight?
9. With the battery properly and securely installed does the plane balance at the recommended 

CG point or just slightly forward thereof?

Radio and control surface deflections setup

1. Do the control surfaces move in the correct direction when the transmitter sticks are moved?
2. Does moving all of the control surfaces in a rapid and violent manner, (at the same time), 

cause the receiver to drop out?
3. Does your setup pass a radio range check in the workshop?
4. Set transmitter trim levers to neutral!
5. With the transmitter and receiver switched on, (Trims neutral), set all control surfaces to be 

flush. (Ailerons flush with wing surfaces, Rudder flush with the vertical stabliser and the 
Elevator flush with the horizontal stabiliser), MECHANICALLY!

6. Set your control deflections to the manufacturers recommendations, MECHANICALLY!
7. Configure the transmitter to have the required degree of "Expo" on all of the control surface 

channels!
8. Set transmitter for dual rate if possible and reduce control rates on "low rate" switch setting 



to 80% of manufacturers recommendations.
9. Set transmitter/receiver "Failsafe" to ensure that the motor is cut if receive signal is lost!
10. With the plane properly secured against movement, calibrate the ESC.
11. Remove battery and charge for maiden.

Transport!
As transport accounts for more damage to models than flying them, please ensure that the model is 
secured safely for transport, is unable to move around and also that nothing is able to impact the 
plane. Pay attention not to snag bend or otherwise effect the control surfaces and the wing as they 
should be free from all physical contact at all times during transport.

Field preflight!
1. When fully assembled does the plane have any obviously loose items or unrequired 

movement in the control surfaces, wing attachment, Tail attachment, the undercarriage, the 
motor, the motor mount, or the propeller to motor connection?

2. Are the wings warp free, undamaged, or properly repaired?
3. Do all control surfaces move freely under servo control?
4. Are the wings, horizontal stabiliser, vertical stabiliser and fuselage boom rigid enough to 

resist bending and twisting forces in flight?
5. Does the motor/propeller combination cause vibratory resonances in the plane itself or of 

any of the flight control surfaces?
6. Does the propeller rotate such that it gives forward thrust?
7. Is the undercarriage firmly attached and are the wheels able to rotate freely when weighted 

with the plane?
8. Is the plane when on the undercarriage able to move directly forward when pushed or does it 

veer to one side?
9. Fit and secure flight battery! Do the control surfaces move in the correct direction when the 

transmitter sticks are moved?
10. Does moving all of the control surfaces in a rapid and violent manner cause the receiver to 

drop out?
11. Does your radio setup pass a radio range check?
12. Ensure transmitter trim levers are set to neutral!
13. Check your control deflections are set to the manufacturers recommendations on one dual 

rate setting and 80% on the other switch position!
14. Check transmitter/receiver "Failsafe" to ensure that the motor is cut if receive signal is lost!
15. With the plane properly secured against movement, Check motor thrust and throttle range!

The maiden flight!
1. Select a day where there is little or no wind and definitely no wind gusts.
2. All taxi runs and take offs, except for taxiing back to the pits after landing, should be done 

with the pilot directly behind the aircraft! NEVER attempt a maiden flight with the plane 
taking off towards you!

3. On the transmitter select the low rate control deflection setting, (with the required Expo).
4. Using half throttle as maximum, practice taxiing your plane along the runway and get used 

to the effectiveness, (feel), of the rudder and elevator.
5. When comfortable and confident with the taxiing increase the throttle a little and do a fast 

taxi run with the tail elevated and cut the throttle to emulate the final stages of landing and 
observe the "Roll out" behaviour of the plane.



6. Commence a number of high speed taxi runs with the tail up and attempt GENTLE hops 
into the air and back onto the ground, at this stage, (DO NOT ever cut the throttle), so that 
you can ascertain the behaviour at lift off and how it responds to minor aileron inputs for 
roll correction if any. Maximum hop height should be less than 1 metre.

7. Once the hops have been completed successfully you can start a fast taxi run and slowly 
increase the throttle further until the throttle is almost, if not at, maximum. When travelling 
fast GENTLY give a minute amount of up elevator to drop the tail slowly and hold the 
aircraft at a slow climb until a good and safe working height is obtained, (my preference is 
around 10 to 20 metres. Correct roll and direction etc as required!

8. Again using the controls in a gentle manner, do a turn, (as flat as possible), and enter the 
flight circuit remembering to ALWAYS be gentle upon the controls! Adjust the transmitter 
trims for stable, flat and level flight.

9. After a number of circuits start practicing your landings and the landing approaches whilst 
still at a reasonable height.

10. After a few practice attempts it is time to do your first landing. Do your approach LONG 
and SHALLOW and basically fly the plane at half or slightly less power to the ground. 
When very close to the ground start to reduce the throttle whilst still maintaining the 
approach until touchdown where the throttle is cut and try to keep the plane level as the 
speed decreases until the tail drops and then apply full up elevator to plant the tail firmly on 
the ground.

11. Taxi back to the flight line slowly and with the elevator at max up on a taildragger and max 
down elevator on a tricycle landing gear plane. Do not attempt to taxi to the pits at high 
speed or an unwanted take off and crash will occur.

12. Observe the control surface positions and if required adjust the mechanical linkages to give 
the exact same control surface positions when the transmitter trims are returned to neutral.

13. Remove the flight battery and perform the preflight physical checks again to ensure that 
nothing has come loose or has been damaged during the maiden flight and landing.

14. If desired fit a fresh flight battery and practice further until the maiden flight procedures are 
no longer required.

Please note:
Ideally each time a plane is repaired or modified the above procedure should be followed to ensure 
the maximum safety of the plane and all persons in the vicinity of your flights.

ADDENDUM
Most maiden flight failures are due to lack of experience with the handling properties of the aircraft 
concerned. Some of the most common pilot error causes of a maiden crash are as follows;

1. Too much throttle applied too soon and the aircraft takes off rapidly, rolls and dives into the 
ground normally at full power.
Reason: The propeller wake causes a side thrust to the vertical fin which in turn causes the 
plane to turn at a time when the control surfaces do not have sufficient airspeed to 
counteract the turning forces.

2. The aircraft takes off, wobbles, rolls over and crashes into the ground.
Reason: Insufficient airspeed for the control surfaces to fuction adequately. Often the use of 
ailerons for roll control at low speed can cause a wing to stall and the plane crashes as an 
immediate result.

3. Aircraft "Noses over" and breaks propeller or worse when throttle opened up for take off.
Reason: The motor generated thrust line as way above the wheel axles and if the wheels are 



not free or are obstructed by the ground the plane will want to pivot about the wheel axle 
centres causing propeller contact with the ground. 

4. Violent wobble upon lift off or porpoising in flight often leading to a rather violent low level 
inverted dive into the ground.
Reason: Excessive control deflection due to poor pilotage or setup, (referred to as 
OVERCONTROLLING).

5. Sudden uncontrollable climb, loop and vertical impact upon take off.
Reason: Setup of balance far too tail heavy or the battery has moved rearwards at take off.

6. Aircraft will not taxi or take off in a straight line.
Reason: Motor thrust line is incorrect, initial throttle setting is too high, and the result of all 
aerodynamic forces upon the tail are beyond the rudders ability to overcome the turning 
forces.

7. Plane performs OK in one direction but when flight direction reversed or inverted the plane 
loses receive signal and crashes.
Reason: Receive antenna location! Receive signal is obstructed by the internal wiring or 
other metal objects which causes a complete loss of receive signal.

8. Plane does not gain sufficient speed for take off.
Reason: Flight battery, wrong current capacity, flat, faulty, or the ESC calibration in 
incorrect.

9. Control surface reversal and plane crashes for unknown reason.
Reason: Some transmitters do not always remember settings when power is switched off. 
Do not take the control settings as already tested, do your preflight!

This is an evolving document and if you know of anything that should be added or amended please 
contact the author. 

FLIGHT LINE PRACTICES

So that we can have a sense of security when practicing our sport/hobby we should use a bit of 
common sense and courtesy towards others. Personal injury and property damage are fortunately 
rare and these guide lines are put forward to maintain or decrease their chances of occuring.

We have a designated flight line and therefore where possible it should be the area in which you 
stand when you launch and fly you craft.

Prior to entering the flying area, (whilst still in the flight line area), you should announce your 
intentions and ensure that others flying have heard and acknowledged your request prior to entering 
the active flying field. Any person on the flying field should be aware of the danger of the activity 
and keep a lookout for aircraft heading in their direction. Where a group of persons are on the field 
one or more persons should act as spotter for danger from errant flying models.

Take offs and aircraft launches should also be announced and clearance sought from others. When 
taking off you can use the runway as setout or designated and in the absence of using the runway 
the take off path should be directly away from the flight line and other users. The runway is 
provided and positioned for maximum convenience but it is NOT compulsory to use the runway for 
all takeoffs. When clearance has been obtained take off or launch should occur ASAP as others may 
be about to announce their landing approach or could be waiting to take off or launch as well.

Prior to take off or launching you should identify all aircraft in the circuit and assess their flight 
path and you should wait until your aircraft will not cause a hazard or cause an impact with any 



other aircraft which is already airborne. Landing aircraft have priority and so you shall not attempt a 
take off or launch if someone announces that they are landing. You are required to wait until their 
aircraft is down and the runway is clear.

Hand launches, (considered as the most dangerous takeoff due to one hand on the controller and 
generally lower initially lower airspeed), MUST always be undertaken in a direction directly away 
from the flight line, (clearance is deemed to be sufficient if a 90 degree turn does not endanger other 
persons). Launching across the face of the flight line is forbidden because the slightest control error, 
or crosswind, could send the launched aircraft veering off course directly into the other users of the 
flying field. Where the prevailing wind direction is towards the flight line it is Mandatory to launch 
into the wind from a position in the flight line where your aircraft is launched directly into the wind 
and away from the other flight line users. Please note: NEVER take off or launch in a direction 
which could be considered as directly towards another user of the field!

Aircraft operators should NEVER fly over the pit area, flight line or past the field boundaries. 
Flying low over the runway is to be avoided unless it is announced prior to commencing the 
overflight. In the event of a unheard take off announcement or an errant aircraft on take off an 
aircraft flying low over the runway could become a participant in a mid air collision or a near miss 
with its inherent possible adverse outcomes.

No aircraft shall be launched or commence its take off run from behind the flight line. Aircaft that 
generate significant noise, (not considered as TOO NOISY), should also be announced prior to 
flight so that other users are not startled by the sudden motor noise upon throttle application.

Mid Air collisions are a risk we take when flying in a group but generally speaking mid air 
collisions are the fault of one or more of the aircraft operators. In order to reduce risk for other users 
there is a circuit direction, (by concensus), you should always follow the agreed circuit direction to 
avoid collisions.

Near Misses can be frightening and should be the subject of avoidance action only when safe to do 
so. Aircraft have often crashed after a near miss because of extreme avoidance action which has 
itself precipated a stall and loss of control condition. Remember you can often land a damaged 
aircraft or minimise the impact through some level of control, but a stalled aircraft WILL crash.

Operators of faster aircraft have a responsibility to ensure that they do not "run into" other aircraft 
and should plan their maneuvers and flight path accordingly. Operators of slower aircraft should, (to 
avoid collisions), fly steady and make no SUDDEN direction or altitude changes when a faster 
aircraft approaches.

Landing aircraft have priority over all other aircraft. All landings shall be announced to other users 
in the flight line. Aircraft not landing should NOT attempt any low passes or "Touch and Go" flying 
until the runway or field is again clear. Upon landing the aircraft is to be taxiied off of the runway 
or field ASAP to allow other aircraft to land safely. Where an aircraft cannot taxi the operator must 
announce their intent to retrieve the aircraft, (enter the field), and shall not proceed until 
acknowledged and permitted by others. The retrieval shall be prompt and when the field is again 
clear the pilot should announce that the Field is clear to other users.

In the event of an "AIRCRAFT DOWN", (AKA Crash), the entering of the flying field to retrieve 
the craft shall be proceeded by an acknowledged announcement of intent to enter the field AND a 
directional indication, (or similar), of location so others still flying can avoid over flying the 
retrieval person or crew.



The landing approach area is an area of reduced visibility due to the line of trees which are 
considered as the field boundary. NO AIRCRAFT shall loiter in the approach area because the low 
visibility increases the chances of mid air collision. 

The outbound end of the runway is similarly off limits to loitering aircraft and to other users except 
after announcing their intent to use the area. Users of the outbound area shall be restricted to special 
take offs and Maiden flights. Once the take off or launch is completed the pilot is expected to vacate 
the area and return to the flightline with the other users and announce that the area is once again 
clear.

Deliberate attempts to collide with other aircraft either in the air or on the ground is an 
EXTREMELY dangerous undertaking and is PROHIBITED. Similarly flying your aircraft at 
persons on the field regardless of intent isillegal and also considered highly dangerous and therefore 
also PROHIBITED.

All persons flying aircraft at the field do so on the understanding that regardless of the outcome of 
your flights you MUST assume full responsibility for the operation of your aircraft. Mid air 
collisions and other events of aircraft damage or loss should be considered such that you accept the 
loss as part of the undertaking. No claim against any other person shall be considered unless the act 
is one judged to be of deliberate damage. This also applies to pit accidents and incidents.

No operator of flying models shall EVER operate his aircraft in a manner which is known to be 
dangerous deliberately. Any field rule which would cause the safe operation of the aircraft to be 
compromised shall be reported as such and immediately ignored! Personal safety and the safety of 
others is our JOINT and PRIME RESPONSIBILITY!


